Measuring scattering light distributions on high-absorptive surfaces for stray-light reduction in gravitational-wave detectors.
In order to establish scattering measurements in material investigations for gravitational-wave detectors, we have built-up devices for measuring the hemispherical scattering distribution of materials which are planned to be used in those detectors as suppressors of scattered light. The measurement benches we have built, a hemispherical goniometer and a direct back-scatterometer, have a maximum background noise of ∼10 -4sr -1 BRDF at 1.064 μm wavelength which is the wavelength of the laser-light for our large interferometer for detecting gravitational waves, KAGRA. With these instruments, we have characterized the surface scattering of, e.g., NiP platings, metals, and different carbonaceous coatings, which are supposed to minimize the amount of scattered light in interferometers. The three most important materials for KAGRA's construction (SiC, "Solblack", and "VantaBlack") are presented in this paper. Furthermore, we will try to explain the scattering distributions with the generalized Harvey-Shack model (smooth-surface approximation) which is a common method for surface-scattering calculations. At the end, we give also some valuations about the vacuum compatibility of the materials, which is important for instruments like KAGRA that work under ultra-high vacuum conditions.